
ABS Grants ICE Approval in Principle for the DeltaLifter
Following a design review performed 
by a team of experts in the Global 
Engineering division of the American 
Bureau of Shipping (ABS) in Houston, 
Texas, ABS has formally issued an 
Approval In Principle (AIP) for the 
conceptual design of the DL-8000 
DeltaLifter. Following its independent 
and unbiased review of documents 
submitted by ICE on behalf of 
DeltaLifter Technologies AS, the 
Norwegian owner of the patented 
DeltaLifter concept, ABS has 
concluded that in terms of stability, 
structures and systems the 
DeltaLifter would meet ABS’ 
applicable rules and 
recommendations as well as be in 
compliance with good industry 
standards, proven technology and 
sound engineering practices.

Following a review with the ABS team 
who performed the AIP assessment, 
ABS at a ceremony in Houston on 
November 6th this year handed a 
Certificate of Approval in Principle to

Mr Draegebo, the Chairman and 
Chief Executive of ICE. The picture 
shows Roy Bleiberg, Vice President of 
Engineering for ABS Americas (in the 
centre) giving the Certificate to Mr 
Draegebo, witnessed by Senthil 
Chidambaram, ABS’ Manager of 
Offshore Engineering.

Commenting on the event, Mr 
Draegebo said that whereas the 
DeltaLifter has been developed 
originally as a safe and cost-effective 
tool to remove decommissioned 
offshore jackets, ICE is now 
investigating using the same method 
for installing – and ultimately 
removing for maintenance or 
decommissioning – offshore wind 
turbines and has submitted a patent 
application accordingly.  ICE is now in 
discussions with decommissioning 
contractors who see the tremendous 
cost savings and other benefits of the 
DeltaLifter compared with alternative 
removal technologies. 

At the upcoming Marintec 2019 trade 
show in Shanghai ICE is showing a 
scale model of the DeltaLifter as well 
as a video animation showing how it 
operates. The animation is also 
available at www.deltalifter.com.
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Space@Sea is Well Underway 
Recently, a Space@Sea General 
Assembly meeting was held in 
Trondheim, Norway, hosted by Val 
FoU AS. Cristinel Chiriac, Department 
Manager Concepts Development, 
Alexandru Cobzaru, Senior Engineer 
and Dragos Totolici, Principal 
Engineer represented ICE at the 
event and gave updates on:

- Detail design of the rigid 
connectors systems between the 
floaters with an original concept 
developed by Dr Sorin Blumer, 
Senior Engineer.

- Conceptualization and Design 
exploration of Living@Sea.

- Transport & Logistics@Sea 
demonstrator design – full scale 
model for which ICE was the task 
leader. 

 

The next General Assembly meeting 
for this project will be hosted by ICE 
in Galati, Romania in May 2020.

 



Recently, ICE participated at the GNA 
2019, an international Naval 
Architecture Conference held in 
Galati, Romania. At the conference, 
Vasile Rata, Engineer, Machinery & 
Piping (pictured here, left), presented 
a paper describing aspects of using 
3-D laser scanning technology in ship 
retrofit projects. 

At the same event, his colleague 
Dumitru Negoita, Senior Engineer, 

Electrical & Automation delivered a 
paper outlining the concept design 
developed by ICE for an all-electric 
double ended ferry designed for a 
medium range crossing (about 8 
nautical miles). 

Both papers were well received, and 
the authors got constructive 
feed-back. 

ICE Presenting Technical Conference 
Papers

As usual, ICE employees will take two 
weeks off for Christmas, namely 
weeks no 52 of 2019 and week 1 of 
2020, i.e. from December 23 until 
January 6. Some critical work will be 
performed during those two weeks 
and senior management will be 
available on mobile phones for any 
urgent requirements. Because of 
expected new contracts starting in 
early 2020 Management has 
encouraged employees to take any 
remaining holiday entitlements in 
connection with that break; we 
expect 2020 to be a busy year.

FROM OUR PROJECT PORTFOLIO:  SELF-PROPELLED JACK-UP OFFSHORE WIND  
                                                                     TURBINE INSTALLATION VESSEL - SEAJACKS HYDRA
Scope of Work: 

Enhance the basic GustoMSC 
design, develop an AVEVA Marine  
3-D model, undertake all the detail 
design, and generate the 
production info

Client / Shipyard: Lamprell Energy 
Limited, Dubai, UAE

Year: 2012 -13

Owner: Seajacks UK Ltd. 

Christmas Holidays
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With a 50-year track record and an annual capacity of 700,000 professional engineering man-hours, the International Contract 
Engineering (ICE) Group is Europe’s largest independent ship design consultancy. We provide high-calibre multi-discipline 
design services to yards and owners in the commercial shipping, defence and offshore energy industries, ranging from 
conceptual studies and Class drawings to detail design and production information. We cover a full range of naval architecture 
and marine engineering disciplines such as hydrodynamics, structural, mechanical, piping, electrical, instrumentation, outfit 
and HVAC. Our experience includes gas carriers, passenger vessels, navy and coast guard ships, chemical tankers, drill ships, 
FSO/FPSOs and a range of other vessels. We also have available proprietary designs that can be adapted to clients’ 
requirements. 
With our head office in the Isle of Man and our engineering facilities in Romania and Croatia, we provide high quality design 
and engineering at very competitive prices.

International Contract Engineering Limited, 19-21 Circular Road, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 1AF British Isles
Tel: +44 (0)1624 623 190 | Fax: +44 (0)1624 628 297 | www.icedesign.info
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